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FPTA’s First Ever Virtual Conference Held

From the Chair
I hope everyone is staying safe and
healthy as we continue to serve
the residents and visitors of Florida
throughout this challenging time. First,
let me express thanks for my own health
and for the faith FPTA has shown in
appointing me to the position of Board
Chair. I look forward to continuing the
culture of collaboration, advocacy and
education that is fostered by the FPTA.
I also want to thank Murriah Dekle
for her service. She has shown true
leadership throughout the pandemic
and saw the organization through
the initial months of great uncertainty
during COVID-19.
As the leader of Palm Tran Public
Transportation in Palm Beach County,
I am pleased to report we continue to
provide essential transportation as we
have throughout the pandemic. We are
acclimating to a new normal – one in
which we might not be able to gather
together in-person, but in which we
remain close in spirit.
At Palm Tran, we’ve worked closely
with our union partners, Amalgamated
Transit Union (ATU) Local 1577 and
Service Employees International (SEIU)
to protect everyone’s health and safety.
Thanks to funding from the CARES
Act, we installed “bus operator office
doors,” which is something ATU Local
1577 requested. These doors separate
customers from bus operators and
reduce the spread of germs.
I want to recognize the efforts of our
frontline workers, among them are:
bus operators, mechanics, utility
works, paratransit operators and road
(continued on page 2)
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Although it wasn’t the same as an
in-person event, the Florida Public
Transportation Association’s (FPTA’s) first
ever Virtual Conference was held on
October 6-8, 2020. Overall, the entire
event went pretty smoothly, with a few
hiccups on the way.
We featured national and state leaders,
like Dr. Yvette Taylor, FTA Region 4
Administrator, FDOT Secretary Kevin
Thibault, APTA’s CEO Paul Skoutelas, and
CTAA’s Executive Director Scott Bogren.
On Wednesday, we had a special 30th
Anniversary of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) presentation that
was given. Many compliments were
received on the ADA session, which
brought together leaders who helped
get the original legislation passed back
in 1990 and gave a very thorough
background of how it all happened.

Many training
sessions were
held,
and
overall,
the
conference
received high
ratings from
attendees.
97%
of
attendees
were satisfied with the Virtual Platform,
and 98% were happy with the training
content and speakers. In addition, a
whopping 94% of attendees would
attend another virtual conference.
Another feature of the Virtual Conference
was the Live Vendor Hall, where
attendees could patch into each business
member’s virtual booth and say hello
through Zoom. Over 7,298 connections
were made through our virtual platform.
(continued on page 2)

Clinton Forbes Named New FPTA Chair
Palm Tran Executive Director Clinton B.
Forbes has been named the chair of the
Florida Public Transportation Association
(FPTA) Board.

closely aligned with FPTA’s mission for
Florida transit properties. I look forward
to continuing my advocacy for transit in
this new role.”

FPTA is comprised of representatives from
40 different public transportation entities
from throughout Florida. Collectively,
the agencies provide 218 million rides
annually. Among the members of the
FPTA is Palm Tran Public Transportation,
which serves the residents and visitors of
Palm Beach County and provides more
than 10 million rides on its fixed-route
bus system and paratransit service yearly.
Palm Tran also provides the paratransit
service, Palm Tran Connection, and the
dial-a-ride service, Go Glades.

Forbes led numerous major projects to
enhance the public transportation system
in Palm Beach County since assuming
the executive director role in November
2015. Among these initiatives was the
Route Performance Maximization project
or RPM, which redesigned the bus
network, speeding up commute times
and improving bus connections.

“I am humbled and honored to serve
chair of this important organization’s
Board,” said Forbes. “At Palm Tran
our mission is to provide access to
opportunity to everyone; safely, efficiently
and courteously. I believe this mission is

Under Forbes’ leadership, Palm Tran
was recently honored for its commitment
to safety with the American Public
Transportation Association (APTA) Gold
Safety and Security Award. In addition to
serving on the FPTA Board, Forbes is a
member of the executive board of United
Way of Palm Beach County and the Bus
Coalition.

From the Chair (cont. from page 1)
supervisors. All of these essential workers have been on the
job, providing crucial transportation throughout the pandemic.
They have adapted to schedule modifications and new health
and safety protocols.
Palm Tran has taken numerous other steps to curb the spread of
COVID-19. These measures include: installing new touchless
wheelchair securement devices, requiring drivers and riders
wear masks, cleaning and disinfecting buses on-route and at
the end of routes, utilizing UV light to eliminate bacteria and
mandating employee temperature checks. We also stock all
buses with hand sanitizing stations.
While these are challenging times, I am proud of the work
that’s continued at Palm Tran. Despite the pandemic, Palm
Tran was recently honored for its commitment to safety by
the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) with
the Gold Safety and Security Award. This award recognized
a number of initiatives put forward by our performance
improvement program called PT-Stat, which analyzes data and
allows all members of the organization to suggest initiatives.
The award also recognized the efforts of our Safety, Training
and Compliance Section.
Thanks to excellent training
methods, Palm Tran averaged only 0.65 preventable fixedroute collisions in 2019.

Despite the unique environment we now live in, it is even
more clear to me how important transit is to communities.
Our frontline workers have been transporting other frontline
workers to their jobs – from medical personnel to grocery store
clerks. In fact, Palm Tran’s dial-a-ride service, Go Glades,
which covers the Lake Okeechobee communities within the
county actually grew in ridership during the pandemic. We’ve
also seen a substantial number of passengers accessing Lake
Worth Beach via the new bus stop at the beach added in
January 2019.
I encourage all of my Florida transit colleagues to remain
vigilant and we will defeat COVID-19. With a vaccine coming
soon, we are already starting the see the light at the end of
the tunnel. This crisis has made us more nimble and enabled
us to find efficiencies. One such efficiency for Palm Tran has
been remote working, particularly for our reservationists. As
we move into what we hope are brighter months ahead, I
know the improvements and efficiencies we created during the
pandemic will endure and help us further ensure the safety of
everyone for years to come.

Clinton B. Forbes

Virtual Conference
(cont. from
page 1)
The vendors were mostly
satisfied with the Virtual
Conference,
given
the situation we are
all dealing with, but,
definitely prefer an inperson event so they can
have more face-to-face
interactions with transit
personnel.
Our Awards Ceremony
was quite a smash hit! Wendy Ellis with Space Coast Advertising,
who is FPTA’s Awards Chair, did an amazing job! In addition,
Amy Keys, FPTA’s Membership Coordinator, spent many hours
putting together the back end of the Virtual Conference, thank
you to Amy!!
Although the virtual
nature of our Annual
Conference was not
perfect, we were able
to get some much
needed training to
the transit system’s
and were able to
“see” many of our
old friends again.
We hope that we can
go back to in-person
events very soon!
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See All The
2020 FPTA
Annual Conference
Award Winners
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New Beach Trolley Unveiled at Cocoa Beach City Hall
Watch 10 days of Trolley on Facebook @321Transit
Two new beach trolleys were unveiled on October 30th at Cocoa
Beach City Hall, kicking off a new trolley service on Route 9 in
Cocoa Beach and Cape Canaveral. As part of the 10 Days of
Trolley Kick-Off Celebration, 10 short videos are featured on
www.facebook.com/321Transit, each highlighting a visit by the
new Beach Trolley to a different hotel, restaurant, or attraction
for an up-close trolley encounter.
“I think it’s fantastic,” said Cocoa
Beach Mayor Ben Malik. “This
is such a nice community asset
and we’re really proud to have
it here. Public transportation is
so important;it certainly lessens
the traffic flow in our City.”The
new 35’ trolleys cost $580,000
each, and were paid for by state
and federal grants. Malik stated
he appreciated the investment
the County made in serving the
beachside communities.
”It’s got such a great vibe,” Brevard County Commission
Chairman Bryan Lober said.” It feels very beachy and tropical.
Even more importantly, the new vehicles are durable, with an
expected service life of 750,000 miles on the road.” The debut
of the trolleys coincided with Mobility Week, an effort of the
Florida Department of Transportation, Space Coast Area Transit
and Space Coast Transportation Planning Organization to
promote alternative transportation options, such as buses and
bicycles,and to promote transportation safety.
The beach trolleys will serve Space Coast Area Transit’s Route 9
on A1A, from Port Canaveral to Cape Canaveral to 13th Street
in Cocoa Beach. The cost to ride the Beach Trolley is $1.50.
Senior citizens age 60 and older, veterans, students and youth
under age 18, all ride at half-fare. Children under age 5 and
transfers are both free. Starting October 31st, the beach trolleys
will operate from 6 AM. to 11 PM Monday through Saturday,
and 8 AM to 5 PM on Sundays. Maps and schedules can be
downloaded on 321Transit.com or viewed on the 321Transit
app on Google Play or the Apple App Store.
Space Coast Office of Tourism Director Peter Cranis said that
the Tourism Office will partner with Space Coast Area Transit to
promote the Beach Trolley on cable TV in Orlando., “They are
such a great thing to bring to our area. Once you get here,you can
park your car and don’t have to worry about going from Point A to
Point B. Tourists and residents can go out and enjoy a restaurant,
go to a bar, have a drink or two, and not concern themselves.

They
feature
state-of-theart accessibility
options,
bike
racks, and the
‘surfboards
w e l c o m e ’
policy,” Cranis
stated. The 90plus guests that
attended
the
Trolley Kick-Off
included
Eva
Rey, Chairman of the not-for-profit organization Transit One.
“Transportation advocacy is what Transit Ones does,” she said.
“The trolleys area great transportation opportunity for Cocoa
Beach and we are really excited about it!” “I love the Beach
Trolley,” said Assistant Brevard County Manager Jim Liesenfelt.
“It helps out tourism employees get to and from work and
generates enthusiasm about riding transit.” Michelle Martindale,
Director of Sales for Beachside Hotel and Suites added, “It’s the
perfect transportation for our hotel guests.
A number of safety measures have been implemented on all
transit vehicles, including the installation of plexiglass driver
barriers, treating the buses regularly with a fogging agent,
encouraging riders to wear masks, and having them available
if a rider forgets to bring one. Also, within the next 60 days,
a contactless fare system will be available to passengers who
have a debit or credit card and a smart phone.
Transit Director Scott Nelson said Space Coast Area Transit
is implementing an “intelligent transportation system”phone
app that will allow riders to view real-time bus location and
arrival time information. “The real-time app, as well as an
updated321Transit.com high-tech website, will be unveiled in
the first quarter of 2021,” he said.
Additionally, a third trolley on south beach will debut in August
of 2021 on Route 26, connecting with Route 9 at South 13th
Street in Cocoa Beach. 10 short trolley videos are currently
featured on www.facebook.com/321Transit, each highlighting a
visit to a different hotel, restaurant, or attraction for an up-close
trolley encounter. View video highlights of the kick-off event at
https://youtu.be/SUgMP5PeKd8. Maps and Schedules can be
downloaded on 321Transit.com or viewed on the321Transit
app at Google Play or the Apple App Store.
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Palm Tran Welcomes New Bus Operator Graduates
and Honors 20-Year Employee
Palm Tran’s newest class of ten bus
operator graduates celebrated in a
socially distanced ceremony held on
October 26, 2020. While the graduates
wore masks and socially distanced,
the atmosphere remained festive and
commemorative. Held at the Palm Beach
County Board of County Commissioners
Chambers, the event featured keynote
speaker Palm Beach County Engineer
David Ricks.
Also in attendance
were: County Administrator
Verdenia C. Baker, Assistant
County Administrator Todd J.
Bonlarron, Assistant County
Administrator Dorritt Miller,
Assistant County Administrator
Patrick
Rutter,
PalmTran
Executive Director Clinton B.
Forbes and Interim Director of
Operations Chad Hockman.
Throughout the graduation
ceremony, safety remained a top priority.
Executive Director Forbes noted the
importance of Palm Tran employees
during these unprecedented times. “Palm
Tran is proud to operate as an essential
service and you are essential for our
success,” Forbes said.
Becoming a bus operator graduate is
not an easy feat. Each operator must

complete eight weeks of extensive
training to prepare them for the task.
Candidates must pass examinations in
customer service training, Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) sensitivity
and a variety of other safety programs.
Candidates also need to complete
behind-the-wheel training that coincides
with receiving their Commercial Driver’s
License (CDL).
County Engineer David Ricks delivered

his keynote speech noting his experience
overseeing maintenance of the roads
Palm Tran relies on.
“Thank you for your commitment to
helping our citizens and visitors get to
where they need to go,” he said.

thorough training process.
“Being patient is key to successful
operations,” she said. “I didn’t expect
the training to be as extensive as it was,
but I think it was necessary in order to
cultivate an environment of safety.
In addition to the graduation, Executive
Director Forbes announced Bus Operator
J. LaPrice Williams as the recipient of the
Bus Operator of the Year Award (3rd
place) by the Florida Public
Transit Association (FPTA).
After a career spanning more
than 20 years, Williams felt
honored. Williams has driven
two million miles during his
Palm Tran career without any
accidents.
He elaborated
on Palm Tran’s evolution
and how he continues to
keep safety as one of his top
priorities.
“When I come to work, I like to come in
with a good attitude, and I go home with
the same attitude,” Williams said. “To do
your job out there, you have to remain
focused at all times... all times.”

Bus
Operator
Shalona
Bennette
expressed excitement and confidence in
her new role, highlighting Palm Tran’s

Palm Tran Debuts Susan G. Komen Florida
and Frontline Faces Taking You Places Buses
Palm Tran debuted the Susan G.
Komen Florida and Frontline Faces
Taking You Places buses on Tuesday,
October 20, 2020, at the Palm Beach
County Governmental Center. County
commissioners, County administration
and Palm Tran Executive Director Clinton
B. Forbes and staff were on-hand for the
debut.
The pink Susan G. Komen bus is an
annual partnership of Palm Tran, Lamar
Transit Advertising and Susan G. Komen
Florida. The bus promotes the 30th
Anniversary of the Race for a Cure. This

year the race will be virtual and take
place on January 30, 2021. The debut
of the bus coincides with Breast Cancer
Awareness Month (October).
“We are honored to once again partner
with Palm Tran to bring the pink bus to
life,” shared Sean Gross, State Executive
Director Florida for Susan G. Komen.
“Access to treatments is a barrier that
stands in the way for so many in the fight
against breast cancer. Susan G. Komen
is dedicated to fighting disparities and
creating access to care for all. We are
proud that Palm Tran is helping us to

create awareness.”
Also on display was the Frontline Faces
Taking You Places bus. This bus features
photos of Palm Tran transit employees
who have continued serving the public
throughout the pandemic.
These
employees include: operators of Palm
Tran fixed-route buses and Palm Tran
Connection and Go Glades vehicles,
bus mechanics and road supervisors.
The individuals featured on the bus were
present for its debut.
Both buses will be seen by the public
about 180,000 times every four weeks.
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TBARTA Launches New Regional Transportation Service: TD Tampa Bay
TBARTA,
the
Tampa Bay Area
Regional Transit
Authority,
is
teaming up with
UZURV to provide
regional transportation to those most in need, transportation
disadvantaged (TD) riders due to age, income, or disability.
Thanks to an Innovation and Service Development Grant Award
approved by the Florida Commission for the Transportation
Disadvantaged (CTD), the new service, TD Tampa Bay, began
on December 1.
TD Tampa Bay complements TD service already provided intracounty by local Community Transportation Coordinators (CTC),
who primarily offer transportation within their county’s borders.
Through TD Tampa Bay, qualified riders are now be able to
schedule on-demand, cross-county trips throughout TBARTA’s
five county region. That includes Hernando, Hillsborough,
Manatee, Pasco, and Pinellas counties.
“TBARTA is working to improve regional transit options across
Tampa Bay, and TD Tampa Bay demonstrates our commitment
by providing new mobility to our most deserving riders, those
who rely on public transportation because of age, income,
or disability,” said TBARTA’s Executive Director David Green.
“Enhancing regional mobility improves access to employment,
job training, health care and more. The Tampa Bay region has
so much to offer, and those opportunities should not be limited
by county borders.”
County-based service coordinated by CTCs remains participants’
primary transportation option. TD Tampa Bay is designed
to fill the gaps, providing transportation that otherwise is not
available. That includes trips that cross from one TBARTA county
to another, as well as on weekends and evenings when CTCs
are not operating.
“TD Tampa Bay creates important additional mobility options for
transportation disadvantaged riders and will have a meaningful

impact across the Tampa Bay region. This program gives riders
of all backgrounds peace of mind and the freedom to travel
when it is best for them, improving their quality of life.” said
John Donlon, UZURV CEO.
Florida’s Commission for Transportation Disadvantaged
coordinates shared ride services in all 67 state counties through
local CTCs. Eligible riders are defined as “persons who because
of physical or
mental disability,
income status, or
age are unable
to
transport
themselves
or
purchase
transportation.”
Participants
in
the new service
need to fill out
an application form, available at TDTampaBay.com, and
demonstrate they qualify as TD eligible. Those who are will then
be eligible for UZURV’s on-demand and scheduled ambulatory
and wheelchair accessible rides seven days a week - 5 a.m. to
10 p.m. on weekdays, and 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on weekends.
A multilingual call center has been set up to schedule rides. The
CTD grant will finance most expenses, with riders paying a flat
$6 fee per trip, regardless of the destination.“
TBARTA’s regional transit mission, combined with UZURV’s
proven expertise in providing TD service, makes this a great
team,” Green said. “We thank the Florida CTD for giving us
this opportunity and look forward to coordinating TD Tampa
Bay with each county’s CTC.”
Complete information on the program is available at
TDTampaBay.com, including commonly asked questions and
the application form. The phone number to the TD Tampa Bay
service center is 813-445-8895.

Rob Gregg Receives 2020 FPTA Hall of Fame Award
The Hall of Fame Inductee for 2020
is Rob Gregg. Rob retired from the
Center for Urban Transportation
Research after working in senior
level positions at HART, LYNX, and
Sacramento Regional Transit. Rob also
served on the Central Florida Regional
Planning Council as well as the MPOs
of both Hillsborough County and Polk
County. He has made significant and
lasting contributions to the transit
industry in Florida and in the nation
during his 40 years in the public transportation community.
He played a significant role as the Senior Planner in the
transition of the old Tampa Bus Lines to the Hillsborough Area
Regional Transit Authority. He did the same in the transition
of what was Tri County Transit to LYNX which then became
one of the most creative and successful transit systems in the
nation, winning APTA’s Outstanding System award twice during
his tenure. While with HART he managed the creation of the
Downtown Tampa Transitway and their major operating base.
While with LYNX he was the program director for first downtown
BRT system in the nation (“LYMO”) as well as the first major
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multimodal station and administrative headquarters. After
serving as the Interim Director of LYNX he joined the Center
for Urban Transportation Research where he worked with
dozens of transit and paratransit systems, helping them adopt
Transit Comprehensive Plans and Strategic Plans. In short, his
fingerprints are all over the development of improved transit in
the state of Florida.
In addition, Rob was a generous and positive contributor to
numerous FPTA Professional Development Workshops and
Annual Meetings, leading many very interesting special sessions
on various ways to improve organizations and the skills of transit
personnel for over 15 years. He also co-created and managed
many of the “networks” established in partnership with FDOT
and FPTA, including the Florida Transit Planning Network, the
Florida Transit Marketing Network, and the Transit Safety and
Operations Network. Rob approached everything he did with
great spirit and always put the needs of others first. He did much
more than what has been summarized here, but we believe
these accomplishments as presented more than makes the case
for the committee’s unanimous and enthusiastic nomination.
He has been the most creative transit mind in the history of
the state and thousands of transit personnel and millions of
passengers continue to benefit from his contributions.
Congratulations to Rob!

2020 FPTA Annual Conference Award Winners
2020 FPTA Hall of Fame
Rob Gregg
2020 Operator of the Year- 1st Place
Ronald Parson,
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
2020 Operator of the Year- 2nd Place
Theodore “Teddy” Glenn,
Votran
2020 Operator of the Year- 3rd Place
J. LaPrice Williams,
Palm Tran
2020 Technician of the Year1st Place
Sherman R. Polydore,
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
2020 Technician of the Year2nd Place
Daniel James Mersch,
Manatee County Area Transit
2020 Technician of the Year3rd Place
Wesley I. Breithaupt, Pinellas Suncoast
Transit Authority
2020 Bus Safety Excellence
Gold Safety Award (Tier 1)
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
(HART)
2020 Bus Safety Excellence
Gold Safety Award (Tiers 2, 3 and 4)
LeeTran
2020 Bus Safety Excellence
Gold Safety Award (Tiers 2, 3 and 4)
GoLine (Indian River County)
2020 Best in Marketing Best of the Best
Dept. of Transportation and Public
Works (DTPW) Bus Services
(Miami-Dade Transit)
Class 1
“Take the Easy Route”
2020 Best in Marketing Best of the Best
Lee County Transit (LeeTran)

2020 Best in Marketing Member's Choice
Manatee County Area Transit
“The Empty Bus Video”

2020 Sustaining Campaigns
Class 1
Dept of Transportation and Public Works
(DTPW) Bus Services
(Miami-Dade Transit)

2020 Innovation and Creativity
Award
Space Coast Area Transit

2020 Sustaining Campaigns
Class 1
Central Florida Regional Transit
Authority (LYNX)

2020 Outstanding System of the
Year
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Marketing Awards
2020 Print Advertising
Class 2
Space Coast Area TransitBrevard County Board of County
Commissioners
2020 Print Instruction/Information
Class 1
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
(JTA)
2020 Print Instruction/Information
Class 2
Space Coast Area TransitBrevard County Board of County
Commissioners
2020 Print Instruction/Information
Class 2
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
(Citrus Connection)
2020 Electronic, Media, Radio, TV
Class 1
Department of Transportation and Public
Works (DTPW) Bus Services
(Miami -Dade Transit)
2020 Electronic, Media, Radio, TV
Class 2
StarMetro (Tallahassee)

2020 Sustaining Campaigns
Class 1
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
Authority (HART)
2020 Sustaining Campaigns
Class 2
Lee County Transit (Lee Tran)
2020 Special Events
Class 1
Central Florida Regional Transit
Authority (LYNX)
2020 Special Events
Class 1
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA)
2020 Special Events
Class 2
Space Coast Area TransitBrevard County Board of County
Commissioners
2020 Potpourri
Class 1
Broward County Transit
2020 Potpourri
Class 2
Gainesville RTS
2020 Potpourri
Associate
Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit
Authority (TBARTA)

2020 Digital Media
Class 1
Central Florida Regional Transit
Authority (LYNX)

Class 2
“Get Noticed”

2020 Digital Media
Class 2
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
(Citrus Connection)

2020 Best in Marketing Judge's Favorite
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA)

2020 Interior/Exterior Signage
Class 1
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA)

“World Car Free Day” Special Event

2020 Interior/Exterior Signage
Class 2
Lee County Transit (LeeTran)
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AIR TREATMENT SYSTEM
STATIONARY PASSENGER
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
REMOTE OR ON-SITE
SERVICE AND SUPPORT
MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE

ON-BOARD PASSENGER
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

ON-BOARD VIDEO
SECURITY SYSTEMS

SHAPING THE FUTURE OF
TRANSIT TECHNOLOGY
Uniquely positioned to deliver a full range of hardware and software, as
well as integration and support services, Luminator provides tangible
benefits to transportation operators and passengers:
• By delivering meaningful real-time information to transit agencies
and riders – providing the intelligence needed to make informed
decisions
• Enhancing safety with comprehensive security, lighting and
accessibility options
• Ensuring on-going efficiency with solutions that are easy to maintain,
update and operate

Visit www.futureoftransit.com/davos for
more about Luminator’s contribution to the
World Economic Forum and technology that
drives smart cities.

Learn more about how Luminator is bringing intelligence, safety
and efficiency to transit by visiting: www.luminator.com

9 Development and
Engineering Centers
across the Globe
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GO Connect and Poseidon Waterborne Transportation
Miami-Dade County commuters have access to
new mobility options
Betty Arsenault is a third-grade teacher at Miami Beach South
Pointe Elementary in Miami-Dade County,and for more than
20 years she has drivento work. Prior to the onset of the
novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, Ms. Arsenault, as her
young students call her, would begin her day before sunrise at
her Brickell apartment. The early morning start gave her just
enough time to complete her daily errands before beginning
her 45-minute commute to South Beach via the MacArthur
Causeway.
Since late March 2020, the third-grade teacher has been
adjusting to life in a virtual classroom and working remotely.
Recently, Betty began reporting back to work at the school
building in Miami Beach. Although she has been enjoying
a slightly less congested commute, she is eager to try a new
mobility option in her area: a water taxi service, Poseidon Ferry.
Poseidon Ferry LLC, in partnership with Miami-Dade County’s
Department of Transportation and Public Works (DTPW), and
the cities of Miami and Miami Beach, launched their new
waterborne transportation service on November 30. Currently,
riders can take a one-way ride every hour from either end
point. Poseidon plans to introduce additional trips at 20-minute
intervals as ridership grows.
The option to take a ferry to work is a great benefit for Betty
and others like her who live, work, or play in the downtown and
South Beach areas. The elementary school teacher is already
making plans with her colleagues to ride the Poseidon
Ferry from its drop off point at the Bentley Bay Marina in
Miami Beach. Before getting to the Marina, Betty will take the
Metromover Brickell Loop at Fifth Street station and connect to
the Poseidon Ferry at the James L. Knight Center station, where
the vessel is docked.
The ride from downtown Miami to Miami Beach across Biscayne
Bay is approximately 16-minutes onboard Poseidon’s 65-foot
Catamaran. The trip is a welcomed change from the usual
45-minute commute for someone like Betty on the MacArthur.
Aside from a shorter commute, the water taxi offers many
great benefits to its riders. The vessel features a fully climatecontrolled interior and a second level non-air-conditioned
area, full galley, restrooms, television, and free onboard
Wi-Fi. Safety precautions are also in place and face masks
are mandatory for all staff and passengers. Additionally,
Poseidon’s staff members are screened daily prior to reporting
to work.

Users who are in the service area can request a ride via the
GO Connect mobile app or by calling 786-321-5842. Simply
input your destination and select from the pickup options that
appear on your screen. Riders may share their trip with another
passenger heading in the same direction; however, safety
measures have been put in place and vehicles have limited the
number of riders. Plastic partitions are installed in each GO
Connect vehicle and both drivers and riders are required to
keep their face mask on at all times.
The vision of the partnership is to use technology to expand
access to public transit countywide, alleviating congestion,
reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and improving
affordable mobility options without the need for a private
vehicle. Through the partnership with Via, DTPW will be able
to harness real-time data, rider feedback, and ride ratings to
create a responsive service that meets the changing needs and
travel patterns of transit riders.
Poseidon Ferry and GO Connect are two great options that
help keep Miami-Dade moving. Residents and visitors can take
advantage and use these mobility options to get around the city
or easily connect to public transportation stops and stations.
Leave your car behind and get out there and explore with
Miami-Dade Transit.

In addition to the waterborne transportation option,
commuters on the mainland in the Dadeland/South Miami
areas also have a new way to get around town.
GO Connect is Miami-Dade Transit’s latest on-demand
transportation service that allows users to request a ride from
a mobile app or over the phone. The service, which is
powered by Via, launched on October 28 in the Dadeland/
South Miami area and new areas will be added soon, including
Cutler Bay, Civic Center, and West Kendall.
The driving force behind GO Connect is to give transit riders a
more flexible option for the first/last mile gap. The service zone
for the Dadeland/South Miami area extends to encompass
three Metrorail stations, various Metrobus stops, and plenty of
businesses, including a local hospital.
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LYNX and Local Partners Debut
Region’s First Electric Bus

A Hero Story: Above and
Beyond the Call of Duty
Being a bus operator is not always
easy. It means dealing with a
demanding public, being on
the frontlines whenever there is
an emergency and putting your
passengers’ safety before your
own.
On the morning of October 29,
2020, 21-year veteran Broward
County Transit (BCT) Bus Operator
Lillie Marshall, whose time on the
road transporting passengers has
been relatively incident-free,found herself faced with what she
feared was a dangerous situation, and without hesitation she
sprang into action to protect the passengers on her bus.

In 2018 the City of Orlando created a community action plan
to transition the city’s fleet vehicles to alternative fuels by 2030
and to increase the use of electric vehicles throughout the city
by 2040.
To achieve this vision, the City of Orlando, Orlando Utilities
Commission and the Central Florida Regional Transportation
Authority (LYNX) have partnered with the support of the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) to develop a program to begin
transitioning the city’s successful LYMMO bus rapid transit
service to battery-electric buses during the next two years.
“LYNX’s mission with this initiative is to support the goals and
strategic direction of our funding partners. We are investing
in the latest technology to continue to improve efficiency and
reduce fleet emissions,” stated Jim Harrison, LYNX CEO.
The city’s first electric bus, which was unveiled on Oct 29,
was an investment made by LYNX through LYMMO expansion
funding. Leveraging their investment of the pilot bus, LYNX
recently received a Low-No Emissions and a Section 5339
grant that covers the incremental cost of purchasing seven (7)
Battery Electric Buses (BEB) over equivalent diesel buses.
The first battery-electric bus made its service debut in December.
By rolling out a pilot bus to begin this initiative, LYNX drivers
and the maintenance staff in early November were able to gain
training and first-hand experience on how to get the maximum
efficiency out of the buses before the additional fleet expansion
in 2021.
Seven additional buses are scheduled to enter service by the
end of January 2021, and by the end of the year, the full
LYMMO fleet will be a battery-electric bus fleet.
“We know that electrifying transportation will be pivotal to
meeting our strategic goal of achieving net-zero carbon
emissions by 2050, with interim goals of 50 percent by 2030
and 75 percent by 2040. And that’s no easy feat. But powerful
partnerships like this one will be key to our success, and we’ve
been preparing for some time”, stated Cesar Calvet, OUC’s
President.
Each bus has been procured from Proterra, Inc. for deployment
on the LYMMO Grapefruit, Lime, and North Quarter lines.
These lines will service the developing north and west sections
of the City of Orlando including the new University of Central
Florida and Valencia College campuses in Creative Village.
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Operator Marshall recognized a young lady on board her
bus who was wantedf or murder by the Fort Lauderdale Police
Department (FLPD). Knowing she had to alert authorities that a
fugitive was on her bus and not arouse suspicion, she decided
to take a short break and get off the bus for a few minutes. She
then discretely contacted a BCT Supervisor and informed him
of the potentially dangerous situation and the Fort Lauderdale
Police Department (FLPD) was contacted.
While waiting for police to arrive, Operator Marshall kept her
cool, remained professional, and kept the authorities informed
of the suspect’s whereabouts. Her actions subsequently led to
an arrest,and the police officers acknowledged that her quick
thinking and actions were instrumental in capturing the suspect.
“I knew I had to remain calm and not let on that I knew who
she was. My priority was to keep my passengers safe,” said
Operator Marshall.
In addition to receiving accolades from the FLPD and BCT,
Operator Marshall was also recognized by Broward County
Administrator Bertha Henry.

Advertising Rates and Information
Our next newsletter will be out in April 2021. The newsletter
is printed in full color, and past copies may be seen on our
website at https://floridatransit.org/publications.
To ensure inclusion we must have final copy no later
than March 4th.
Rates are as follows:
Business Card
- $ 75
¼ Page - (4” x 5.5”)
- $150
½ Page - (8” x 5.5”)
- $275
½ Page (Back Fold)
- $325
Full Page - (8” x 10.25”) - $400

Ads can be purchased online with a credit card here https://floridatransit.org/publications. Upon receipt, you
will be provided with instructions on how to upload your
ads. Please do not email ads to FPTA staff.

Avoiding Pandemic Fatigue
By: Stacey Perkins-Lee County Transportation (LeeTran)
The summer of 2020
was
an
interesting
one, overthrown by
lockdowns,
closed
doors, inaccessibility to
certain necessities and
an abundance of new
“norms” we would all
had to quickly adapt
to. Anyone who says
living through the past
few months was easy, is
either selling something
or has otherwise been
hiding under a rock.
After months of quarantines and life shifts, many areas began
to see COVID cases decline, shining a glimmer of hope that
there was a light at the end of the tunnel. Things kind of seemed
to be going back to some sort of normalcy. Businesses began
opening back up, shelves at grocery stores were stocked again
and people began gathering, almost as if the past six plus
months were a distant memory that was comfortably and finally
behind us. Our agency (LeeTran) began planning for postpandemic policies, procedures and strategies, but just before
we could all pack up the puzzles and hiking boots; the numbers
started to spike again, seemingly everywhere. As officials began
to deliberate about ramping up restrictions again, it became
abundantly clear that when it comes to a pandemic rulebook,
there simply wasn’t one.
Pandemic fatigue is real and it’s happening all around us. We
all want to feel “normal” again, but we just aren’t there yet and
the trek ahead still seems to be an arduous one. So how do we
cope and even more important, how do we thrive?
Change isn’t easy and even after months of mask wearing, it
still doesn’t feel normal to us because we don’t want it to feel
normal. If we accepted this as our new normal, it would make
us wonder if we would ever go back to the way things were.
Basic practices like handwashing and social space between
strangers were considered normal for everyone before the
pandemic but now we are told to wash much more than before
and to maintain extra distance between one another. For transit
agencies, this has been difficult to maintain and enforce. Social
distancing and face coverings are a must-have but we must
enforce rules through education and motivation in a way that is
non-evasive and respectful.
We must find balance in all the commotion by identifying areas
we personally can control and make a difference. I have talked
to other colleagues within the transit world, who pointed out
that customer service isn’t what it used to be and people are not
treating others with the same kindness that existed before the
pandemic. They often mentioned how the simple act of smiling
has become a weakness for those trying to enforce stringent
safety rules.
I had a recent experience at a popular amusement park
where employees scrambled to enforce mask rules, and in the
process the magic that was promised to visitors seemed to be
void completely in the park. After speaking with one exhausted
staff member, it was explained to me that they were given the
directive from supervisors to maintain at any cost, the safety

of their employees and
guests by ensuring
masks
were
worn
properly by guests at all
times. In this case, the
cost was the sacrifice of
kindness and respect.
This inspired me to
focus on the context
of the message we
wanted
to
convey
to our patrons, staff
and customer service
representatives.
The
message is this, “yes,
masks are required but
please know that we value you by doing your part to slow the
spread of this raging virus.”
So how do we enforce without force when it comes to our own
pandemic related safety mandates? It makes me think about
a time when I was on an airplane and we were experiencing
extreme turbulence.
As the plane hopped and skipped through the sky, I locked eyes
on a flight attendant to track her reactions. If the flight attendant
had showed signs of concern on her face, I would then know
that it was time for me to throw myself into a complete panic.
You see, I am naturally a terrified flyer having been in an
emergency landing with my pilot father as a child. But like my
father’s reaction on the day of our emergency in the sky, the
flight attendant showed little, if any reaction, to the turbulence.
Her demeanor was calming and gave me a sense of peace in a
time in which I could have unraveled. She was trained to react
with a smile regardless of the adversity. It was part of her job to
ensure the customer experience remained positive regardless of
any imminent dangers or concerns that were present.
So how can we apply this same mentality to the ground
transportation world? When passengers board our vehicles,
there is a chance they carry anxieties, concerns and challenges,
keeping them from feeling “normal”. We all feel the discomforts
of the changes associated with the pandemic, yet if we are going
to attract and retain customers, we must welcome them with
kindness and calmness. Remember, people sometimes rebel
against rules simply because of the tone of the enforcer.
As the pandemic runs its course, we will all continue to experience
new norms as we deal with uncertainties and new realities. As
transit agencies continue to transport passengers worldwide,
we must do our part to ensure our passengers feel safe and
welcome. We must not let our own fears and emotions get in
the way of ensuring our customers get what they deserve which
is a positive experience. We must not let our rules and mandates
control our attitudes in a way that will cause people to push
back. Some people will say “no” but you will be surprised how
many people say “yes”. We all individually make a difference
in the lives of others and the calmness we each portray and the
smiles that we wear could be just as infectious as the disease
itself.
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FIRST CLASS
P. O. Box 10168
Tallahassee, FL 32302

Save the Date!
The Florida Public
Transportation Association (FPTA)
and the
Commission for the Transportation
Disadvantaged (CTD)
will be holding a

VIRTUAL Legislative Day
on Monday, March 29, 2021

More information will be forthcoming,
but please stay up-to-date by going to

https://floridatransit.org/fpta-meetings
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